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The first part of the paper was focused on Global Business Network to show you who the architects of
the Matrix and planners of Covid are, and how they get together. This addendum is about a few other
details related to those Global Trends and other reports from pages 1 and 2 above. It is interesting,
though, that it is already April 2021 and the newest National Intelligence Council's Global Trends
report hasn't been released yet, despite a new president being sworn in.

The Conjurer
In case you are wondering where I got the header image for part 1 (a painting called The Conjurer), I
got it from a document which is part of an article from The Guardian that Miles mentioned in his paper
Learn to Recognize Government Disinformation. The title of the article is How Covert Agents Infiltrate
the Internet to Manipulate, Deceive, and Destroy Reputations. One of the images features Global
Trends (and Magic, which is practiced by magicians, i.e. spooks, members of The Network).

The name of the document, which the article is based upon, is called The Art of Deception: Training
for a New Generation of Online Covert Operations. It is here that I found the header image. I think the
message is clear. Even though this is supposed to be aimed at GCHQ's and NSA's online activities, it
applies to all spook agencies, and all the media. I strongly suggest you to read the document, the article,
and Miles's paper and let those things sink into your head. If you want some good videos related to this,
you can watch everything Derren Brown. Yes, he is an upper-class boy, and you have to take into
consideration what Miles taught you, but I found his videos entertaining and educational enough,
especially the older ones. Here is a quote on pickpocketing from one of his Mind Control shows: “The
skill itself is a physical version of what salesmen and advertisers do to us all, keeping us distracted,

bewildering us with information, quietly taking our money.” Which is exactly what Covid and other
fakes are about. Another, more recent quote: “The next 30 years are going to be even more interesting
than the 30 years just gone.” This was said by Alex Younger in September 2020 in a Financial Times
interview. He was head of MI6 until recently. Both MI5 and MI6 got new chiefs last year, by the way.
Which leads us to the next topic.

Strategic Shocks
While the American spooks have their Global Trends reports, the British named theirs Global Strategic
Trends reports. In the 2006 and 2010 UK reports, they talk about so called strategic shocks – single
ev en t s w hi c h c an pr ov id e d i s c ont i n ui t ie s t ha t cu t a c ro s s e xi s t i ng t r en ds a nd
re-shape the strategic environment. Historic examples of these high-impact low probability (expected
or unexpected) events include the collapse of the Berlin Wall, the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and the
2007–2008 financial crisis. We can count in also Covid, of course. All these events were preplanned/fake. The ruling families have certain goals in mind and they need a strategy on how to reach
those goals. This is where strategic shocks come into play. They have a cascade effect, leading to
multiple, apparently unconnected and unforeseen changes. They transform the strategic context,
changing behaviour and activity across the board. Complex, interconnected global systems, such as
energy and food supply lines, and global communications system, may also be at risk of systemic
failure. Global interdependence and reliance on complex systems is likely to continue to increase,
which may make future strategic shocks and systemic failures “more frequent and pervasive than in the
past”. Among “credible” strategic shocks we find:
1) Collapse of global communications. The destruction of satellites following an orbital
electromagnetic pulse detonation or solar flare, or the complete overload of the global ICT
infrastructure, that would cause trade, commerce and the Internet to grind to a halt
2) External influences. Events that are broadly outside the control of society, but would have
considerable impact; a highly lethal pandemic, a geological or meteorological event of
unprecedented scale, or the discovery of non-terrestrial intelligent life. We have seen a new
wave of UFO propaganda during Covid – I suggest you read the papers NRO 1 & 2 for more
about this psyop
3) Global pandemic. Possibly including the collapse of the highly integrated global economy,
with its complex networks of interdependent relationships. A major pandemic may be the
instrument that causes a reverse in the process of globalization as national responses to contain
infection will involve significant restrictions on personal mobility and interaction over a lengthy
period.
4) Globalized economic collapse. A severe pricing shock, possibly caused by an energy spike or
a series of harvest failures, could trigger a domino effect involving the collapse of key
international markets across a range of sectors; sophisticated societies that depend on complex,
transnational networks for the supply of basic human needs, such as food that cannot be
provided indigenously, are likely to face severe infrastructure failure, collapse of public services
and societal conflict), new source of energy/revolution in the supply of energy (think about
electric vehicles, solar panels and similar).
Here are more examples of credible strategic shocks, systemic failures, major discontinuities,
surprises, and potential black swans that could happen in the future according to scenarios in those US
and UK reports:

1) Major financial crisis. A new Bretton Woods, digital currencies.
2) Nuclear weapons use. Space, ocean, and near coastal bottlenecks could be areas of nuclear use
with little human collateral damage.
3) Climate change, cyber attack, solar geomagnetic storm that could knock out satellites, the
electric grid, and many sensitive electronic devices.
4) Food shortage due to wheat rust etc.; but don't worry, Gates has already been investing in labgrown meat, synthetic palm oil, and synthetic biology in general, which is the next big
opportunity for investors, since they obviously plan to disrupt the food chain by offering their
cheaper fake food; he has also become the biggest farmland owner in the USA. This should
also remind you of the opening scene in Blade Runner 2049: “The collapse of ecosystems in the
mid 2020s led to the rise of industrialist Niander Wallace, whose mastery of synthetic farming
averted famine”; I'm sure you get the message.
5) Impact of large asteroid or comet. They have been pushing this story for decades, recently
with films like Greenland and Collision Earth.
6) Extreme and prolonged drought, crop plague, tsunami, a n d geoengineering, using
techniques to alter temperature and rainfall patterns such as injecting aerosols in the
stratosphere, chemically brightening marine clouds, and installing space-mirrors in orbit.
Geoengineering, such as “chemtrails”, has been done for decades, it is nothing new; Gates has
been funding solar geoengineering.
The World Economic Forum is already warning us that “a COVID-like global cyber pandemic is
coming”, an “inevitable global cyberattack […] that will spread faster and further than a biological
virus, with an equal or greater economic impact […] The whole world could experience cyber
lockdown until a digital vaccine was developed. All business communication and data transfers would
be blocked. Social contact would be reduced to people contactable by in-person visits, copper landline,
snail-mail or short-wave radio […] A 21-day global cyber lockdown could cost over $1 trillion”,
adding that “COVID-19 was a known and anticipated risk. So, too, is the digital equivalent. Let’s be
better prepared for that one”. Another racket. These guys are unbelievable. In such case, key
infrastructure as well as private homes (houses or blocks of flats) would mostly need to use power
generators, and those run on petrol or diesel. Which means that although oil companies lost money
during Covid because of lockdowns, they would more than cover this loss with a fake cyber pandemic.
And after this fake would be over, a lot of people would probably rush to buy those roof solar panels,
which is a double win for the merchant elite.
A similar warning was given in that Rockefeller Foundation's report from 2010 with the Covid-like
scenario: “Scenarios are a medium through which great change can be not just envisioned but
also actualized. The more closely you read them, the more likely it becomes that you will
recognize their important but less obvious implications to you, your work, and your community.
We strongly encourage you to share and discuss this report widely, use it as a springboard for further
creative thinking about how technology could shape development, and test and adjust your strategies
or personal actions accordingly.” You read above which cards they have left to play, so you can plan
accordingly.
A fake nuclear attack could happen already within this decade. If you take a look at the NIC's 2008
report Global Trends 2025: A Transformed World (that will emerge after the NIC 2020 Project, aka
Covid), nuclear weapons use is an option:
2025 – What Kind of Future?

The above trends suggest major discontinuities, shocks, and surprises, which we highlight
throughout the text. Examples include nuclear weapons use or a pandemic.
In some cases, the surprise element is only a matter of timing: an energy transition, for
example, is inevitable; the only questions are when and how abruptly or smoothly such a
transition occurs. An energy transition from one type of fuel (fossil fuels) to another
(alternative) is an event that historically has only happened once a century at most with
momentous consequences.
In the four fictionalized scenarios, we have highlighted new challenges that could emerge as a
result of the ongoing global transformation.
Pandemic: ticked. Energy transition from fossil fuels to other ones: ticked. Event that happens once per
century: ticked. Nuclear weapons use: unticked, for now. If you go through those US and UK reports,
Russia plays the role of a villain that could cause a cyber or nuclear attack. This story about nuclear
bombs linked to Russia has been pushed also in Mission Impossible movies Ghost Protocol (2011) and
Fallout (2018). In the last one, a villain says: “The old world order needs dismantling, and we have the
tools to dismantle it.” In the movie, a network of rogue spooks is making terrorist acts in order to
destroy the 'old world order', while in the real world, a Network of Families is making fake events in
order to create the 'new world order'. The newest MI movie is supposed to come out in November.
Although there is no information about the plot yet, they did release a parody last year that is narrated
by Cruise himself. It is titled “Mission Impossible 7 Bomb Run Parody” featuring a “very big bomb in
the middle of Times Square” that could kill millions of innocent people. The New START nuclear
treaty between the US and Russia was supposed to expire two months ago, but it was extended until
February 2026 (right at the time of the next solar minimum). Next year will mark the 60 th anniversary
of the fake Cuban Missile Crisis, so that was a close call. You can see other clues if you google up
more about this topic. One of the scenarios in the last NIC report from 2017 features “a nuclear weapon
used in anger, which turns out to concentrate global minds so that it does not happen again”. Plus, the
new MI movie is being shot again in Norway, where massive military exercises have been going on in
recent years, so the Arctic could be the next scripted battlefield.
Speaking of Mission Impossible, the plot of the second movie, released in 2000, revolves around a
company that wants to make a pandemic so they can profit from the vaccines. Sounds familiar,
wouldn't you say? The year 2000 was when the NIC's pioneering report on the global infectious
disease threat was published, and the Gates Foundation and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance were
established. In 2010 (when the Rockefeller Foundation' s paper with the Covid-like scenario was
released), Moderna was founded. That same year the Gates Foundation started its Decade of Vaccines
(2010+10=2020) along with the WHO. The Gates Foundation is one of Moderna's strategic
collaborators, advancing its mRNA-based projects for various infectious diseases. Moderna is one of
the top three manufacturers of the Covid vaccine.
According to the article The Next Act for Messenger RNA Could be Bigger Than Covid Vaccines,
published by MIT Technology Review in February 2021:
In the near future, researchers believe, shots that deliver temporary instructions into cells
could lead to vaccines against herpes and malaria, better flu vaccines, and, if the covid-19 germ
keeps mutating, updated coronavirus vaccinations, too.
But researchers also see a future well beyond vaccines. They think the technology will
permit cheap gene fixes for cancer, sickle-cell disease, and maybe even HIV.
Despite those two decades of research, though, messenger RNA had never been used in any
marketed drug before last year.

The first attempt to use synthetic messenger RNA to make an animal produce a protein was in
1990. It worked, but a big problem soon arose. The injections made mice sick […] “We
quickly realized that messenger RNA was not usable” […]
The eureka moment was when the two scientists determined they could avoid the immune
reaction by using chemically modified building blocks to make the RNA. It worked. Soon
after, in Cambridge, a group of entrepreneurs began setting up Moderna Therapeutics to
build on Weissman’s insight.
Vaccines were not their focus. At the company’s founding in 2010, its leaders imagined they
might be able to use RNA to replace the injected proteins that make up most of the biotech
pharmacopoeia, essentially producing drugs inside the patient’s own cells from an RNA
blueprint. “We were asking, could we turn a human into a bioreactor?”
If so, the company could easily name 20, 30, or even 40 drugs that would be worth
replacing. But Moderna was struggling with how to get the messenger RNA to the right
cells in the body, and without too many side effects. Its scientists were also learning that
administering repeat doses, which would be necessary to replace biotech blockbusters like a
clotting factor that’s given monthly, was going to be a problem. “We would find it worked
once, then the second time less, and then the third time even lower,” says Afeyan. “That
was a problem.”
Moderna pivoted. What kind of drug could you give once and still have a big impact? The
answer eventually became obvious: a vaccine. With a vaccine, the initial supply of protein
would be enough to train the immune system in ways that could last years, or a lifetime.
A second major question was how to package the delicate RNA molecules, which last for
only a couple of minutes if exposed. Weissman says he tried 40 different carriers […] Most
promising were nanoparticles made from a mixture of fats. But these were secret
commercial inventions and are still the basis of patent disputes. Weissman didn’t get his hands
on them until 2014, after half a decade of attempts.
Since BioNTech/Pfizer’s and Moderna’s mRNA vaccines use lipid (=fats) nanoparticles (which easily
enter brain tissue) as mRNA carriers, and an immune reaction is occurring during the second dose
of the Covid vaccines to these nanoparticles, does this pose a safety concern to vaccine recipients? A
very important question.
Miles recently wrote that his “ex’s new partner just had a stroke after taking the vaccine. He is in the
hospital with his entire left side collapsed”. Well, strokes happen also because of blood clots, and
“vaccinations with the AstraZeneca COVID-19 shot were put on hold in countries across Europe
following reports of rare blood clots, low platelets, and hemorrhage”. Although the European
Medicines Agency is denying the connection, “Norwegian experts” say that they are sure those adverse
events were triggered by AstraZeneca's Covid vaccine. Three Norwegian health workers were
hospitalized, and one died, having “blood clots in unusual places, such as their stomachs and brains”.
According to UK's Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (see the totals at the bottom
of the three 'analysis print' files) there have been in total 116,632 reports of reactions, 404,525 reactions
and 594 reports of fatal outcomes (deaths) because of the Covid vaccines used in the UK up to 14
March 2021, and according to EudraVigilance (European database of suspected adverse drug reaction
reports; scroll down to Covid-19 vaccine / mRNA vaccine) there have been in total 238,949 individual
cases of reactions and 5365 deaths up to 27 March 2021 in the EU (Go to: Number of individual cases
for a selected reaction (top row) > Reaction Groups (left window) > Outcome – Fatal (bottom of page);
the calculations are mine and were done on 28 March 2021; interpretations of these results may vary).
These are just the reported cases so far, just in Europe, so god knows how many more people died and
suffered injuries around the world, and how many more will in the following months. For more about

this, see the paper Evidence of Covid-19 Injuries & Deaths, published on Miles's website.
But back to quotes from the MIT Review:
When he finally did, he loved what he saw. “They were better than anything else we had tried,”
he says. “It had what you wanted in a drug. High potency, no adverse events.” […] It quickly
published results of an early human test of a new mRNA influenza vaccine and would initiate a
large series of clinical studies involving diseases including Zika.
Pivoting to vaccines did have a drawback for Moderna. Andrew Lo, a professor at MIT’s
Laboratory for Financial Engineering, says that most vaccines lose money […] Lo calculated
that vaccine programs for emerging threats like Zika or Ebola, where outbreaks come and go,
would deliver a -66% return on average. “The economic model for vaccines is broken,” he
says. [Not if “Covid” keeps “mutating”.]
On the other hand, vaccines are more predictable.
Vaccines offered Moderna’s CEO, Bancel, a chance to advance a phalanx of new products.
Since every vaccine would use the same nanoparticle carrier, they could be rapidly
reprogrammed, as if they were software. (Moderna had even trademarked the name “mRNA
OS,” for operating system.) [Keep in mind that Gates (=Microsoft) is funding them.]
Is messenger RNA really a better vaccine? The answer seems to be a resounding yes. There are
some side effects […]
The potency of the shots, and the ease with which they can be reprogrammed, mean researchers
are already preparing to go after HIV, herpes, infant respiratory virus, and malaria – all
diseases for which there’s no successful vaccine. Also on the drawing board: “universal” flu
vaccines and what Weissman calls a “pan-coronavirus” shot that could offer basic
protection against thousands of pathogens in that category, which have led not only to
covid-19 but, before that, to the infection SARS and probably other pandemics
throughout history.
“You have to assume we’re going to have more,” Weissman says. “So instead of shutting
down the world for a year while you make a new vaccine, we’ll have a vaccine ready to
go.” [Sounds like Gates. And he’s financing them.]
Last spring, Bancel began petitioning the government to pay for vast manufacturing centers to
make messenger RNA. He imagined a megafactory that “companies could use in
peacetime” but that could be quickly reoriented to churn out shots during the next
pandemic. That would be insurance, he says, against a nightmare scenario of a germ that
spreads as fast as covid but has the 50% fatality rate of Ebola. If “governments spend
billions on nuclear weapons they hope to never use” […] then “we should equip ourselves
so this never happens again.”
Later that month, as part of Operation Warp Speed, the US effort to produce the vaccines,
Moderna was effectively picked as a national champion to build such centers. The government
handed it nearly $500 million to develop its vaccine and expand manufacturing. [It reminds
me on Elon Musk's empire, generously subsidized by the taxpayers, as well. Tesla's cheapest car
costs $40k, which means it is out of reach for most Americans, so they have no use for it. Just
as they have no use for those Covid vaccines.]
After the covid vaccines, some researchers expect Moderna and BioNTech to return to their
original plans for the technology, like treating more conventional ailments such as heart
attacks, cancer, or rare inherited diseases. But there’s no guarantee of success in that
arena.
“Although there are a lot of potential therapeutic applications for synthetic mRNA in principle,
in practice the problem of delivering sufficient amounts of mRNA to the right place in the

body is going to be a huge and possibly insurmountable challenge in most cases” […]
There is one application in addition to vaccines, however, where brief exposure to
messenger RNA could have effects lasting years, or even a lifetime. In late 2019, before
covid-19, the US National Institutes of Health and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
announced they would spend $200 million developing affordable gene therapies for use in subSaharan Africa. The top targets: HIV and sickle-cell disease, which are widespread there.
Gates and the NIH didn’t say how they would make such cutting-edge treatments cheap and
easy to use, but Weissman told me that the plan may depend on using messenger RNA to
add instructions for gene-editing tools like CRISPR to a person’s body, making
permanent changes to the genome. Think of mass vaccination campaigns, says Weissman,
except with gene editing to correct inherited disease.
What all this means is that the fatty particles of messenger RNA may become a way to edit
genomes at massive scales, and on the cheap. A drip drug that allows engineering of the blood
system could become a public health boon as significant as vaccines.
Moderna and BioNTech have been selling their covid-19 vaccine shots for $20 to $40 a dose.
What if that were the cost of genetic modification, too?
Fatty particles a way to edit genomes at massive scales? We saw above what those lipids do to brains
after the Covid vaccine. So either they kill you or they alter your genes, probably making you sick,
killing you slowly over a longer period of time rather than shorter, as Covid vaccines do.
There are fantastic fortunes to be made in mRNA technology. At least five people
connected to Moderna and BioNTech are now billionaires, including Bancel.
Because that is what is important to these people: fantastic fortunes. . . and mass murder.
The above article on mRNA and Moderna takes us to two very important quotes from US National
Intelligence Council's Global Trends reports:
Biotechnologies are at an inflection point, where advances in genetic testing and
editing – catalyzed by the new methods to manipulate genes – are turning science
fiction into reality […] Such capabilities open the possibility of much more tailored approaches
to enhancing human capabilities, treating diseases, extending longevity, or boosting food
production. (Global Trends, 2017, p. 15)
New discoveries in the biological sciences hold promise for more rapidly identifying pathogens
and developing targeted therapeutics and vaccines ; however, such advances may be
inadequate to keep up with the threat. Drug-resistant forms of diseases previously considered
conquered, such as tuberculosis, gonorrhea, and staphylococcus aureus could become
widespread, markedly increasing health-care costs and returning large segments of populations
to the equivalent of the pre-antibiotic era. Advances in genetic engineering by 2030

may enable tens of thousands of individuals to synthesize and release novel
pathogens, compounding the already formidable naturally occurring threat .
(Pandemics: Unanswered Questions, Global Trends, 2012, p. 13)
What? Are they basically saying that genetic engineered drugs will make tens of thousands of people
(more) sick and they will spread that sickness to others? That would make a real healthcare crisis. But
how can you call that advancement? Sounds like Moderna's “bioreactor” concept, remember? Just that
the outcome won't be a healthy population producing antibodies to certain diseases, but a growing

number of sick people, who were treated with a toxic mixture of chemicals sold as vaccines or gene
therapies in order to get rid of the “surplus”.
Could it be a coincidence that the plot of the new James Bond movie No Time to Die, which was
supposed to be released in April last year, right at the start of the Covid fake, is about genetic warfare?
I don't think so. Mind also what they say in Esquire: “Spectre, and the focus on Blofeld's global
surveillance network, never managed to conjure enough peril to compel audiences. The idea of a
murky, existential villain might bring things back to life.” They have been giving us clues in these
spook movies for years, but don't expect any James Bond, Ethan Hunt or Batman to save your ass. You
should rather start listening to your Muse.
Finally, all of the above brings us back to a quote from Garreau's article on GBN:
After listening to a few Genentech scientists at a GBN conclave talk seriously about
someone creating a slave class of genetically modified chimps, very little else a
corporate officer hears at a GBN meeting seems preposterous.
Genentech was bought by Roche in 2009 for almost 50 billion dollars. They are the ones who created
Tamiflu, the drug recommended by WHO, CDC, ECDC and others for the treatment of the fake H1N1
flu pandemic in 2009, and its stockpiling as a measure to get over the fake crisis. It turned out it was
just as effective as aspirin, while billions of dollars were spent for it by governments around the world.
Before that, it was virtually unknown. So these same scammers were discussing about creating a slave
class of genetically modified chimps, which means they were actually talking about humans.
Plus, if you read again the above quote about the “GBN conclave”, it should remind you of Spectre's
meeting in Rome where we learn that they control “70% of antimalarial vaccines, 34% of HIV, and
40% of all oncological drugs across Sub-Saharan Africa. But we face challenges from the WHO in
their campaign against our counterfeit pharmaceuticals”. Sounds like the plan of the “notoriously
secretive” Moderna, since they are into new counterfeit mRNA HIV vaccines, cancer vaccines, they are
after malaria, and they plan to offer cheap gene therapies to people in Sub-Saharan Africa, as you read
above.
*The part about Moderna was inspired also by a comment on Cutting Through the Fog.

New Financial Order
A few quotes from the NIC's 2008 and 2017 report:
We see the next 15–20 years as one of those great historical turning points where multiple
factors are likely to be in play. (p. 23, 2008)
The crisis has increased calls for a new “Bretton Woods” to better regulate the global
economy. (p. 30, 2008)
The effects of new ICTs on the financial sector, in particular, are likely to be profound. New
financial technologies – including digital currencies, applications of “blockchain”
technology for transactions, and AI and big data for predictive analytics – will reshape
financial services, with potentially substantial impacts on systemic stability and the

security of critical financial infrastructure. (p. 15, 2017)
Well, look at that, in October 2020 the IMF director said in a speech that we face “a new Bretton
Woods moment”. That same month the IMF also held an online conference titled Cross-Border
Payments – A New Beginning (= a variant of 'new day', 'new dawn', which tells you it is another fake
revolution, financial in this case). A blogger from England made an interesting post about this topic,
saying that “[a]s the world continues to be enveloped by Covid-19 hysteria, behind the scenes central
banks are quietly progressing on two fronts – the renewal of payment systems and plans for the
issuance of central bank digital currency. Both of which appear to go hand in hand”.

From the ashes of the old fiat currencies order, the new digital currencies order will emerge. The
phoenix tells us it will be controlled by the same old merchant families. Since Bretton Woods happened
after WWII, and they are calling for a Green New Deal, I can imagine the new financial order will
come to fruition after a major fake war or another global financial crisis. This is probably why
governments around the world have taken so much debt recently, officially due to Covid. I assume it is
being done purposely to justify more easily the coming crash and the creation of a new monetary and
fiscal order, getting an even greater control over people's lives. Covid serves as a good starter and cover
for this.
Central bank digital currencies are being pushed now by the Bank for International Settlements,
wich has 3 global offices in Basel, Ciudad de Mexico and Hong Kong. Connecting them, you get a nice
triangle with the Mediterranean Sea = Phoenicians in the center of it.

“Shift” in Global Power
We will start with three quotes, two from the 2010 UK trends report and one from the 2017 US trends
report:
The era out to 2040 will be a time of transition […] During this timeframe the world is likely
to face […] shifts in global power from West to East. (p. 11, 2010)
The global recession of 2008–2009 is illustrative of the probable response to, and effects of,
future recessions. Its overall effect is probably to accelerate the shift of power from

Europe/US towards Asia, and to diminish Western soft power by making its economic and
financial systems less attractive. (p. 129, 2010)
For better and worse, the emerging global landscape is drawing to a close an era of
American dominance following the Cold War. So, too, perhaps is the rules-based
international order that emerged after World War II. It will be much harder to cooperate
internationally and govern in ways publics expect. (p. Ix, 2017)
Based on what you've learned so far, you can logically assume that this shift was planned long ago. The
plan was laid out, for example, in Rockefeller Brothers Fund' s Special Studies Project from the
1950s. I found out about this several years ago in a blog post The Rockefeller Plan for the BRICS New
World Order, in their own words. The author (controlled opposition in my opinion, so reader beware)
examines a book called Prospect for America: The Rockefeller Panel Reports. After I had read the
blog, I had a feeling this book would soon disappear from Amazon, so I bought it. It was worth around
$30, while today there are 3 copies left on Amazon and each costs $900, unless you can find a cheaper
version somewhere else. I will now include just a few relevant photos (the first two from my book), but
you can read the whole story in that blog post, or, even better, read the book. I haven't read it yet.
Photo 1 (p. 35) and 2 (p. 37):

Yeah, right. That is exactly what they did.

Photo 3 and 4 (p. 75) from chapter VI. Elements of a New World.

First they say Russia and China are great and immediate threats, then they say the US must be a bridge
between the East and the West and basically help China and Co. to progress and grow, so they can
bring about the new world order. So why was there a Cold War in the first place? And why has the
Chinese president just recently warned of a new Cold War? Another big fake.
Presidents George Bush, Sr. and Mikhail Gorbachev, 1989, building a New World.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial. The “writing's on the wall” …

The director of the Rockefeller Special Studies Project was Henry Kissinger, one of the closest
collaborators of the Rockefellers and co-founder of Kissinger Associates, a NYC-based international
geopolitical consulting firm, founded and run by Kissinger since 1982 (it stands opposite to
BlackRock' s HQ). The company assists its clients in identifying strategic partners and investment
opportunities and advising them on government relations. It is another tentacle of the octopus.

Kissinger lives in River House, an extremely exclusive apartment building in Manhattan, whose
notable residents are/were also Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, Peter George Peterson
(co-founder of Blackstone and close collaborator of the Rockefellers; he was born Petropoulos, with
Greek parents, which probably links them to a Greek engine and vehicle manufacturer, Petros
Petropoulos A.E.B.E.), Kermit Roosevelt (son of the former US President Theodore Roosevelt),
Kiliaen Van Rensselaer (from the Rensselaers, related to the Rockefellers and Kennedys), and Evelyn
de Rothschild (one of the Rothschild scions; his mother is Yvonne Lydia Louise Cahen d'Anvers –
this family is listed as a branch of the Rothschilds, but as Miles said, and I would agree, the
Rothschilds are actually a branch of the Cahen/Cohen family). One of around 900 members of the
private club in the lower levels of the building is also David Koch (= Cohen).
Kissinger Associates has had strategic alliances with several firms, among them Blackstone, and it
belongs to the US–Russia Business Council, a trade group that includes ExxonMobil (= Rocke),
JPMorgan Chase (= Rocke), and Pfizer (think about the Covid vaccine). In an article from The New
York Times we learn that Kissinger is an “old friend” of Vladimir Putin. “Mr. Putin has cited Mr.
Kissinger as a trusted foreign policy adviser. In the book 'First Person', Mr. Putin admiringly recalled
a conversation in the early 1990s when, as an aide to the mayor of St. Petersburg, Mr. Putin was asked
to pick up Mr. Kissinger at the airport. Mr. Kissinger made a strong impression by saying that he, too,
had gotten his start in intelligence […]”. Indeed, he supposedly served in a counter intelligence unit
during WWII. Kissinger is also famous for being an attendee and former Steering Committee member
of the Bilderberg Group, a discussion group “encouraged” by David Rockefeller.
But let's take a quick look at Kissinger's ancestry on his Wiki page:
Kissinger was born Heinz Alfred Kissinger in Fürth, Bavaria, Germany in 1923 to a German
Jewish family. His father Louis Kissinger (1887–1982) was a schoolteacher. His mother Paula
(Stern) Kissinger (1901–1998), from Leutershausen, was a homemaker. His brother, Walter
Kissinger, was born in 1924. The surname Kissinger was adopted in 1817 by his great-greatgrandfather Meyer Löb, after the Bavarian spa town of Bad Kissingen.
The Heinz links him to Donald Trump, since Trump is related to Henry J. Heinz of the Heinz food
company, which has been, in point of fact, one of the clients of Kissinger Associates. In his paper on
Hitler, Miles links Trump and Heinz to Himmler and adds links to a few other families, among them
also Kaisers and Meyers. Remember David Kaiser Rockefeller from the main part of this paper? The
Stern links him to Howard Stern, billionaire Leonard Stern and the Stern banking family, which is
related to the Rothschilds. Löb is a variant of Loeb, which links Kissinger to Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
investment bank (Kuhn=Cohen). The Meyer links him to the Schuylers, who spawned also the
Tellers, Bushes, Roosevelts and Van Rensselaers, among other ones. Edward Teller, “father of the
hydrogen bomb”, was one of the people who contributed to the Rockefeller Special Studies Project. A
quote from Teller's Wiki page: “Teller promoted increased defense spending to counter the perceived
Soviet missile threat. He was a signatory to the 1958 report by the military sub-panel of the Rockefeller
Brothers funded Special Studies Project, which called for a $3 billion annual increase in America's
military budget.” Of course they did, the magicians that they are.
This is from the internal side of the back cover:

We can see a James R. Killian, which probably links him to Kiliaen Van Rensselaer from the River
House. While James McCormack from the list could be linked to another resident of the River House,
Catherine Gerlach Blair, wife of William McCormick Blair, Jr. (both are from wealthy families; you
will see the Blairs again below). I assume all those people on the list are Jewish and related to
eachother.
The Meyer also links Kissinger to Mayer Amschel Rothschild (founder of the dynasty according to
the official story). The surname comes from the Jewish name and surname Meir, which is germanized
as Maier, Mayer, Mayr, Meier, Meyer, Meijer, anglicized as Mayer, Meyer or Myer(s), and slavicized
as Majer. This brings us to Doris Mayer Pignatelli, born in Slovenia (where Melania Knauss Trump
comes from) to a wealthy aristocratic German-Slovene family, and her son, Prince Federico Mayer
Pignatelli (a long-time friend of Donald Trump), whose father's line has close ties with the Vatican and
consists of four cardinals, Pope Innocent XII etc. Federico worked also in London and as an
investment banker, while the Pignatellis were princes of the Holy Roman Empire and dukes from the
top of the nobility in Naples. These are obvious links to the Rothschilds, since officially one of Mayer
Amschel's sons (Nathan Mayer) went to London and another (Carl Mayer) to Naples. Mind that all of
the sons' full names consisted of the middle name Mayer, which is strange. I take this as a surname, not
a second name. When Carl Mayer left Naples, he sold his villa to the Duke of Monteleone, Diego
Pignatelli Aragona Cortes (yes, the Pignatellis had a Spanish branch related to Hernan Cortes, the
Mexican conquistador). The Austrian branch of the Rothschilds leased huge mercury mines in Idria,
Slovenia (part of the Austrian Empire back then), which means they were present in that area, so I
logically assume that the Mayers from Germany and Slovenia are probably an important, unadmitted
branch of the Rothschilds. Or should I rather say that the Rothschilds (from continental Europe) are a
branch of the Mayers/Meyers? While doing a search on Federico, I stumbled upon an elite spook front
charity from California called Afghanistan World Foundation. Among its board members you can find
Henry Kissinger (a Meyer), Richard Meier (famous architect), Federico Mayer Pignatelli, and Robert
Shapiro (an attorney), who reminds me on Meyer Schapiro, an art historian whom Miles wrote a paper

about. Plus, think also about the surname May (as in Theresa May, former UK Prime Minister). It is
probably a short version of Mayer. In fact, Wiki confirms this by saying that it originates from
Germany and Scotland (and is present also among Russians of German origin), with its variant forms
Maye, Mayes, Mays, Meir, Meier, Meyer, Mayhew, Maynard (as in John Maynard Keynes, the
famous economist), and Meynell. But there is another variant of Mayer/Meyer: “Other variants include
May in Germany and Poland, Major in Turkey, both in the 16th century […]” This takes us to John
Major, another former UK Prime Minister, whom Miles wrote a paper about.
As we can see now, all those people above are related to eachother, that is why they are close
collaborators, such as Kissinger and the Rockefellers. And there is no Russian or Chinese threat, but
only a big network of companies owned by the old merchant Families. The scenario writers are
obviously copying past events. The current script seems to be a technologically enhanced copy of the
period around WWII. “There cannot be peace without first a great suffering. The greater the suffering,
the greater the peace,” to quote a villain from the last Mission Impossible.
Before I finish this chapter, I will share something I found out two months ago. I went to see on
YouTube what is going on with Jordan Maxwell and I noticed someone recently published a “lost and
found interview” with him from 2012. In one of the clips Maxwell says at the very beginning: “One of
my dearest friends in this city [Los Angeles] passed away about five years ago. His name was Dr.
Harold Shire. He lived here in Beverly Hills. He was a chief presidential advisor to George Bush
and his father. He's on my website, if you go look at the pictures. George Bush's advisor and his
personal attorney. And he and I and some other friends, we used to sit in Dr. Shire's office and talk
about politics all night long. And this is an advisor to the President. He said 'Netanyahu and Henry
Kissinger, they work for me. Kissinger Associates, that's my company'. 'Netanyahu works for me. I
put that turkey in, maybe I might take him out'. I tell you, I had some really interesting conversations
with this man.”

“Jordan, Dr. Harold Shire, Todd Snyder & Mrs. Shire at dinner for Dr. Shire's birthday”
I will start with Todd Snyder. Although I wasn't able to find anything about this guy, there is
something else that might be useful. Namely, in a recent paper Miles wrote that Frank Keating, former
governor of Oklahoma, is also a Kuhn/Kohen through his 2great-grandfather Jacob Snyder. Which
means there is a link between the Snyders and the Cohens. Keep it in mind for later, it is very
important. Since the above photos were supposedly taken at Shire's birthday party, probably around the
year 2000, I guess Todd is closely related to Shire, and if he comes from the Cohen-Snyders, he is
definitely related to Shire's wife, as you will see below. Possibly, all the people on the two photos are
closely related to eachother. Snyder is a variant of Schneider, which “means 'tailor' in German,
probably a translation of the Hebrew Hayat [think about Hyatt hotels] which first appears as the term

for 'tailor' in mishnaic and midrashic literature. Schneider is recorded as a Jewish family name in the
14th century. Other related family names include the Yiddish Chaitman, Shnaider, the Polish form
Sznajder, the English Snyder and Taylor, the Russian Portnoy, Ukrainian Kravitz [think about Lenny
Kravitz, the famous musician; Wiki admits his father was a Ukranian Jew], Hungarian Szabo [think
about Nick Szabo, who supposedly created a precursor to Bitcoin called 'bit gold'], and Romanian
Croitor(u). Schneider is recorded as a Jewish family name in the 17 th century with Moses Schneider of
Frankfurt am Main who visited the Leipzig fair in 1681 [another Jew from Frankfurt, one of the main
banking centers of the world, you will see it again below]”.
Now Harold. This is his obituary in LA Times from December 8, 2004:
Shire, Dr. Harold (1910–2004)
A Renaissance Man. Scholar and Inventor, he was Assistant District Attorney of Los Angeles
and Assistant United States Attorney of Southern California. A WWII Army officer in
Europe and after the war he practiced law. After a life long interest in aviation he invented the
flexible connectors used in jet planes and was founder and president of General Connectors
Corp. in Burbank, CA. Upon retirement he earned a Ph.D. in Human Behavior and became a
University Professor, Mason and Shriner.
At a first glance, I see no special ties to New York or Kissinger in general. His bio doesn't look like a
bio of a handler, so it may be a lie, unless those were covers. But we do find a link between the Shiers
and New York, since some of them are supposedly “the descendents of Hans Adam
Schrier/Shrier/Scheier/Shier who left the Palatinate region of Germany in 1709 eventually arriving in
Limerick County, Ireland. Several descendents subsequently moved to New York State, United States
of America and Ontario, Canada and then migrated to all areas of North America”. Thepeerage.com
isn't helpful, since there are almost no hits with any of those variants (and only 1 Shire). House of
Names also says they came from Normandy to England and then to Ireland. In another video (not
available anymore, but I always make sure to write it down) Maxwell describes Harold (without
naming him) “a very powerful Jewish man”. We can confirm this with Harold's tombstone photo in his
profile at Find a Grave.

This is all we get about him, and it is probably all we need. We can see the Star of David on his
tombstone (proving that he was Jewish), we can see Beverly Hills (one of the wealthiest and most
exclusive places on the planet), and among his family members there is only his wife Zelda Davidoff
Loseff.

If you do a general search on Davidoff, you get Zino Davidoff, the founder of Davidoff , a Swiss
premium brand of cigars, cigarettes and smoker's accessories, plus other luxury things, such as watches
etc. This Jewish man was born in Kiev, Ukraine (at the time of the Russian Empire) as Sussele-Meier
Davidoff. He was known as the “King of Cigars”. According to LA Times, “one of the first customers
at the family’s new shop in Geneva was Vladimir Lenin, who spent seven years in Switzerland before
returning to Russia in 1917 to lead the Communist revolution”. Really? It reminds me on Mussolini's
stay in Switzerland. Looks like Switzerland is a kind of a Camp X for fake elite socialists. Anyway, the
Davidoff surname can be spelled also as Davidov, Davydov, and Davidow, and it is common among
Russian Jews, since it comes from the Davidic line. Although you find a lot of people on Wiki with all
those variants combined, none of the pages includes an entry of the Orlov-Davydov family (also
spelled Orloff-Davidoff, Orlow-Davidow), which takes us to the top of the Russian nobility. There
are the House of Orlov, House of Orlov-Denisov, House of Orlov-Davydov, and the House of Davydov.
The Orlovs “produced several distinguished statesmen, scientists, diplomats, and soldiers. The family
first gained distinction in the 18th century through the achievements of five Orlov brothers [sounds like
the cover story about the five sons of Mayer Rothschild], of whom the second eldest was Catherine
the Great's paramour [lover], and two younger brothers were notable military commanders”.
Grigory Orlov “led the coup which overthrew Catherine's husband Peter III of Russia, and
installed Catherine as empress”. Her father was a German prince of the House of Ascania, which
takes us back to Ascanius, founder of Rome, and the Phoenicians. If you read the entire Wiki page on
the Orlovs, you will see that they were very influential and rich, sort of the Stanleys in England. Prince
Vladimir Nikolayevich Orlov was a close advisor to Tsar Nicholas II.
The first is a photo from Nicholas's Wiki page:

The caption says: “Emperor Nicholas II of Russia with his physically similar cousin, King George V
of the United Kingdom (right), wearing German military uniforms in Berlin before the war; 1913”.
Nicholas, George, and Medvedev look as three peas in a pod, don't they? Especially King George and
Medvedev. Medvedev is very short (5 ft 3 or 163 cm even with platform boots; and Putin seems to be
even shorter than Medvedev when they are together), which is not uncommon among aristocrats (think
also about Mussolini and Italy's King Victor Emmanuel III, who was only 5 ft tall). Both Putin and
Medvedev were born in Saint Petersburg (aka Leningrad), and the Orlovs had two huge and
important palaces there – the Marble Palace and the Gatchina Palace, one of the favourite residences of
the Russian imperial family, and during the 19th century an important site of Russian politics. I assume
that King George, Emperor Nicholas, Medvedev and Putin are all related to eachother.
I wasn't able to find out where these Orlovs actually come from, but I did dig up something interesting
about their surname. It comes from the name 'eagle', but it is also used by Jews. A variant of Orlov is
Orel (literally 'eagle'): “Jewish (eastern Ashkenazic): patronymic from the Yiddish personal name Orl,
taken as a pet form of Aaron.” This is probably where the name of the City of Orlando, Florida
originates from. Wiki lists a few stories, but they don't know how it actually got that name. What they
do know is that “prior to being known by its current name, Orlando was once known as Jernigan. This
name originates from the first European permanent settlers, Isaac and Aaron Jernigan, cattlemen who
moved from the state of Georgia […]”. Aaron David Jernigan “was a successful tradesman and
merchant. He was also a captain of the local militia […] He died in 1891, and was buried at Lake Hill
Cemetery in Orlo Vista”. The Orlo Vista community is also spelled Orlovista. The Jernigans were
obvious Jews. Anyway, Aaron here refers to the biblical Aaron, and “a kohen (also spelled cohen or
kohan) is a descendant of the sons of Aaron who served as priests in the Temple in Jerusalem”. So in
case of Orlovs, we end up with the Cohens.
This is what the Museum of the Jewish People tells us about the surname Orloff: “Orloff, in which the
suffix '-off', a Westernized spelling variant of the standard Russian suffix '-ov', means 'of/from' and can
stand for 'son of', is a form of Orlans, a variant of Orlov, based on the Slavic Oryol, which means
'eagle'. The German equivalent is Adler, the German for 'eagle'. The eagle became popular as a house
sign and a family name. Some Adler families have derived their name from two houses in the
Judengasse of Frankfurt am Main (Germany) [Mayer Amschel Rothschild, the supposed founder of
the dynasty, lived there], which had the sign of the eagle (no. 27 was at the sign of the black eagle, and
no. 86 was at the sign of the golden eagle). Other Adlers and Orlovs, who are Cohanim ('priests'),

selected this name as a symbol of the outstretched arms of the priest as he recites his blessing, just as
the eagle spreads his wings.” Hmm, Adler, you say. This takes us back to the paper on Anne Frank,
who's ancestry brings most of the surnames you have seen so far in this paper: Stern, Löb, Mayer (the
first three link her to Kissinger, which means that Kissinger is linked also to the ones that follow),
Cahen (=Cohen), Ha-Kohen (=Cohen), Koch (=Cohen), Marx, Schwarzschild, Schwarz,
Rothschild, Elkan (see John Elkann, scion of the Agnelli family, co-owners of The Economist together
with the Rothschilds), Keller (see Count Vladimir Petrovich Orloff-Davidoff, who married Princess
Olga Ivanovna Bariatinskaya, daughter of Ivan Ivanovich Bariatinsky, Prince Bariatinsky and Maria
Wilhelmina von Keller; see also Petr Kellner, a Czech billionaire who recently supposedly died in a
helicopter crash – some outlets at first mispronounced his surname as Keller, which is in fact a variant
of Kellner, and is also Jewish) and Adler. She was also a Haas, which links her to Herta Haas, a lover
of Josip Broz Tito, president of former Yugoslavia. Herta was a wealthy Jewess, and a Jewish 33°
Freemason from Slovenia wrote that Tito has two biographies – a public one and a secret one.
According to the secret one, his father was supposed to be Samuel Mayer (remember Doris Mayer
Pignatelli from Slovenia? Tito's mother was officially Slovenian). But this guy would require a separate
paper, so I will leave it at that.
T h e coat of arms of the Orlovs features 3 Stars of David, which is another indication of their
Jewishness. Notice also the phoenix, as a stylized eagle:

Among the noble families of Russia, Wiki lists also the House of Meyer, which brings us back to Zino
Meier Davidoff from above. As said, one of the first customers at his family’s new shop in Geneva was
supposedly Vladimir Lenin. Miles wrote in his paper on Lenin that this was an alias, not a real
surname. There are various theories floating around trying to explain the choice of his fake surname,
but I will provide a more plausible one.
If you visit Wiki's page on the House of Romanov, you will see that one of the disputed current heads
of the dynasty is Prince Karl Emich of Leiningen. Try to respell that: Leiningen. If you think this is a
stretch, let me remind you that Kissinger's surname, as you saw above, was adapted from the name of
the town Bad Kissingen, so I can logically assume that Lenin was adapted from Leiningen. This takes
us back to Leningrad, aka Saint Petersburg, the Orlovs, Catherine the Great, Medvedev, and
Putin. The House of Leiningen is an old German noble family related to the British royal family. As
we can see, a Romanov replaced the Romanovs, and the Russian royalty continued to rule up to this
day through Medvedev (and I assume Putin as well). This is why Kissinger and Putin are old friends.
Not just because of Harold Shire's connection, but because they are probably related (through the
Meyers?). Kissinger was born in Germany, and the Russian royal family is also of German descent.
Among the members of the Romanovs' cadet branches you can find also Prince Nikolai Orlov (1896–
1961) and Elikonida Silvia Trumpp (b. 1968), who married Prince George Alexandrovich Yurievsky
in 2013. He is a descendant of Emperor Alexander II. They were married in Switzerland (where George

was born) and you can find them also on theeperage.com. Switzerland links back to Lenin, since he
spent a few years there before returning to Russia to lead the fake revolution, as you saw above.
So Zelda's Russian-born father's line eventually took us to the Cohens. Her Russian-born mother was
Ida Polland, and her matrilineal grandparents were Peter Polland and Flora Rice Polland (all Jewish).
Her first husband (also a Jew) Samuel Alvin Loseff brings us back to the Cohens, since his father was
Isadore Cohen and his mother Esther Loseff Cohen. Esther's mother was Russian-born Ida Workenoff
Loseff. Esther's sister was Dora Loseff Steinberg. A Cheryl Kahn (=Cohen) Hyatt (think about the
Hyatt hotel chain, it is a Jewish surname) made a dedication to her on her website at Findagrave. By the
way, the co-founder of the Hyatt hotels, Jay Pritzker (from the Pritzker billionaires), had a father
Abram, whose mother was née Cohn (=Cohen), while the wife of the first of the Pritzker dynasty was a
Schwarzman. Which takes us back to the Snyder/Hayat-Cohens from above.
To sum up, there is no shift in global power, and no Russian or Chinese threat. There is only one
interconnected global business network of old upper-class families stealing together from the lower
classes and at the same time competing among themselves.

Jeremy Rifkin & Robert Lawrence Kuhn
These Jewish guys are just more proof the world is run by the same merchant elite. Here is where
climate change kicks in. We have seen and intuited from the very beginning of Covid that the climate
change bandwagon will speed up. That is why actress Greta Thunberg (TIME's person of the year
2019) was called in to assist just before Covid happened, later saying that climate change is as urgent
as the coronavirus. Another actor is Jeremy Rifkin (a Slavic/Russian variant of Rivkin and Rifkind).

His book The Green New Deal was published in September 2019:
An urgent plan to confront climate change, transform the American economy, and create a
green post-fossil fuel culture.
While the Green New Deal has become a lightning rod in the political sphere, there is a parallel
movement emerging within the business community that will shake the very foundation of
the global economy in coming years.

He has been an advisor to both EU and China on the third industrial revolution. He wrote an essay
titled A Smart Green Third Industrial Revolution 2015–2020 for the EU, and his preachings seem to be
part of the first Strategic Foresight Report (Sept 2020) of the European Commission, while the Chinese
placed the ideas from his book The Third Industrial Revolution at the core of their 13th five-year plan
(2016–2020).
Forbes, October 2019
The Green New Deal: Jeremy Rifkin and the Coming Collapse
A seismic shift is under way. According to author and futurist, Jeremy Rifkin (The Third
Industrial Revolution, The Zero Marginal Cost Society), we are in the final phases of the fossil
fuel era. In his new book, The Green New Deal, Rifkin argues that we are entering a zero
carbon economy. Much as coal and steam powered the First Industrial Revolution [19 th c.], and
oil and telephony powered the Second Industrial Revolution [20 th c.], so clean energy and
digital technologies are now converging toward what he describes as the Third Industrial
Revolution [21th c.]. [One per century.]
This next phase of infrastructure modernization is rooted in the convergence of 5G
communications, a renewable energy Internet (clean technologies and smart grids), and a
digitized mobility and logistics platform (autonomous electric vehicles, artificial intelligence,
and the Internet-of-Things).
Rifkin would know something about this. He is a principal architect of the European

Union’s long-term economic vision, Smart Europe, and a key advisor to
China's Third Industrial Revolution vision . [So much about the fake competition
between the West and the East.]
His new book, The Green New Deal, is essentially an attempt to rouse the United States from
its’ slumber within a collapsing 20th century fossil fuel era. Akin to the New Deal of the 1930s,
the Green New Deal is envisioned as a long term proposal for remaking America’s energy
infrastructure. Building on current discussions in the US Congress, this includes upgrading
America’s energy grid, transforming its’ buildings, and transportation infrastructure, and
creating a massive green collar workforce.
In Rifkin’s view, the key to financing this transition is the pension fund industry.
Now the largest pool of capital in the world, global pension funds represent $40
trillion in investments, including $25.4 trillion in the United States alone.
The bigger the number of premature deaths of older generations, especially our grandparents,
because of the Covid panic, depression, anxiety, vaccines and fascist, unlawful, inhumane
measures taken in the nursing homes and hospitals, the more money for the “transition”. Or
should I say, the more money for the privately owned companies providing products paid through the
investments made via pension funds for the fake transition. Why fake? Because electric cars, for one
thing, were invented and used already in the 19th century. So now, more than hundred years later, they
are “saving” the environment with something that could have been used on a larger scale long ago.
Another mass murder, fake revolution, and theft by the same families.
In fact, the mainstream has admitted this: [UK] Government saves £600m on state pension payments
as Covid deaths surge: The Government will save over £600m in state pension payments this year
following a steep rise in excess deaths among the elderly, according to the budget watchdog . Plus,
[UK] Govt urged to consider using pension obligations to power push to net zero: A new white paper
has proposed that the government reallocates some unfunded state and defined benefit pension
obligations to fund debt and build low-carbon infrastructure.

A Times article from 5 Mar 2020 is more proof of this:
Coronavirus can trigger a new industrial revolution
The disease could be the shock we need to harness new technology and new ways of
working
Don’t take this the wrong way but if you were a young, hardline environmentalist looking for
the ultimate weapon against climate change, you could hardly design anything better than
coronavirus.
Unlike most other such diseases, it kills mostly the old who, let’s face it, are more
likely to be climate sceptics. It spares the young. Most of all, it stymies the forces that have
been generating greenhouse gases for decades. Deadly enough to terrify; containable enough
that aggressive quarantine measures can prevent it from spreading. The rational response for
any country determined to prevent loss of life is to follow China's lead and lock down their
economy to stem its spread.
A classical example of fascist propaganda from the very beginning of the Covid hoax. What they are
doing with the elderly during Covid is simply a senicide – killing of the elderly, or their abandonment
to death –, purely for profit and population control.
Back to the Forbes article:
But is there time? According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
we have little more than 12 years to cut the emission of global warming gases by 45%. The
truth is that without a fairly radical change in direction, our imploding fossil-fuel civilization
will bring the Earth’s ecosystems down around us.
The good news is that one major economy has begun driving clean energy technologies. Where
the British led the First Industrial Revolution, and the United States led the Second Industrial
Revolution, it would seem that China is now poised to lead the Third Industrial Revolution.
At the same time, China currently remains the world's largest carbon polluter.
Notwithstanding China’s capacity for carbon pollution, however, Beijing is clearly pivoting to
clean energy.
But China remains the largest investor in renewable energy – making up nearly one third of
the world’s total. Notwithstanding the fact that renewables represent a relatively small
proportion of global power generation, the accelerating growth of clean tech
innovation is set to redraw the geopolitical map of the 21st century.
The Office of Jeremy Rifkin is located in Bethesda (a suburb of Washington, D.C.), a few minute drive
away from the US Intelligence Community Campus, which is under the auspices of the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence in charge of the National Intelligence Council. The campus was
renovated with the goal to increase collaboration between the Community's agencies and provides “a
centralised hub for knowledge sharing among the agencies housed there”. So this is probably one of the
main sites where projects like Covid are planned and coordinated between various Intel agencies.
Another American Jew behind the Chinese government is Robert Lawrence Kuhn.

Lawrence could link him to Lawrence Wilkinson, a co-founder of Global Business Network, while
Kuhn is a variant of Cohen (a “branch” of the Rothschilds), and Robert is probably related to the
founders of the investment bank Kuhn, Loeb & Co. (Kissinger is a Löb, remember? it is a variant of
Loeb) and through them to Moses Shiff, a broker of the Rothschilds in Frankfurt. Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
“also acted as the leading investment house for John D. Rockefeller, through the guidance of his
investment adviser, Frederick T. Gates […] Overseas ventures that Rockefeller also got involved
with included the bank's loans to the Chinese and Imperial Japanese governments.” Among the
general partners of the bank you can find also a Stewart, a Hall, and a Schwartz.
From Wiki:
Robert Lawrence Kuhn is a public intellectual, international corporate strategist and
investment banker.
Kuhn was awarded the China Reform Friendship Medal by President Xi Jinping and
Chinese leaders at the celebration of the 40th anniversary of China’s reform and opening up
(December 18, 2018). The medal, China’s highest award, honors 10 foreigners who
facilitated China’s reform and opening up over the four decades. For 30 years, Kuhn,

with his long-time partner Adam Zhu, has worked with China’s state leaders
and advised the Chinese government.
In 1989, he was invited to China by the director of the State Science and Technology
Commission, Song Jian, whom Kuhn considers his mentor. Since then he has worked

with China's senior leaders and advised the Chinese government on
international, policy and business matters.
Kuhn advises and works with China leaders on special projects.
Kuhn advises multinational companies and executives on China strategies in a variety of
sectors, including science and technology, information technology, energy and resources,
industrial, media and entertainment, healthcare and medical and pharmaceuticals, consumer
products, and financial services. He works with major Chinese companies on capital
markets and mergers and acquisitions.
He was president and co-owner [1991–2001] of The Geneva Companies, then the largest
mergers and acquisitions firm in the U.S., representing middle-market companies (sold to
Citigroup in 2000).
He is one of the China Visionaries in the TV series produced for China's 60th anniversary
by Shanghai Media Group (one of two Americans, along with Henry Kissinger)
[…]

Kuhn was selected by Oriental Outlook magazine (published by Xinhua News Agency) as one

of the all-time top-ten influential supporters of China's ruling party/CPC (the
only one living).
Kuhn is chairman of the Kuhn Foundation, which disseminates understanding in science
and philosophy, supports cultural endeavors and promotes good relations between
America and China.
Plus:
Kuhn is a partner in the China operations of IMG, the sports, entertainment, and media
company which is owned by Forstmann Little and run by the legendary investor Ted
Forstmann. In particular, Kuhn, working with Forstmann, structured a ground-breaking joint
venture CCTV-IMG Sports Management Company to create, develop and promote
world-class sporting events and sports programming across China, including Taiwan,
Hong Kong and Macau. The joint venture has a 20-year term, is exclusive to IMG and CCTV
[China Central Television], and intends to bring the best of world sports to China and take
the best of China’s sports to the world. The historic partnership will own and produce a
series of live sporting events and television/multimedia programming that will serve as a
completely new platform for the sports industry in China following the Beijing 2008
Olympic Games.
Good, more brainwashing for Chinese people by the “Western” elite. Kuhn is also the creator, writer
and host of the public television series Closer to Truth, which presents scientists and philosophers
discussing fundamental issues (cosmos, consciousness, philosophy/religion).
Miles mentioned him in his paper The Matrix Deconstructed:
This psy-op has been accelerating in the past few years. In 2008, it went into overdrive, as you
can see by this story from August 2015 at Space.com. It is called “Is Our Universe a Fake?” and
is by Robert Lawrence Kuhn. He is the one who hosts the Closer to Truth series on PBS, now in
its 15th season. In 2008, the third leg of the series began, called Cosmos. Consciousness.
Meaning (God). This nauseating series shows just how far “science” has fallen in the past half
century. Kuhn isn't even a scientist. He is an investment banker and corporate strategist. His bio
is beyond spooky. For instance, this guy now hosting a science show on PBS got his start in
1972 coordinating a “theology project” for the Worldwide Church of God. I am not making this
up. It comes straight from his mainstream bio. He has “CIA front” written all over him. Here
is a list of “intellectuals” who have appeared on this program, so you can add them all to your
spook list […] All those hired phonies are leading you Further Away from the Truth.
You want to bet where the company that produces Closer to Truth is located? Yup, Bethesda, a 14minute drive away from the Intelligence Community Campus.
I think the cases on China and Russia are closed.

“Spanish” Flu
Remember the NIC 2020 Project report? It was published in 2004. A year later, the Bush
administration took action:

In the summer of 2005, President George W. Bush was on vacation at his ranch in Crawford,
Texas, when he began flipping through an advance reading copy of a new book about the 1918
flu pandemic. He couldn't put it down.
When he returned to Washington, he called his top homeland security adviser into the Oval
Office and gave her the galley of historian John M. Barry's “The Great Influenza,” which
told the chilling tale of the mysterious plague that “would kill more people than the outbreak
of any other disease in human history.” [Don’t forget that Trump called Covid “China plague”.]
The word “mysterious” tells me it was probably another manufactured, inflated, fake event – or maybe
I should use the word tale. Barry is a football-coach-turned-author, expert on pandemic preparedness,
advisor to Bush, Obama and WHO. His true profession: freelance spook. So he was just instructed to
front this book, which was published in 2004, the same year as this NIC report.
“You've got to read this,” Fran Townsend remembers the president telling her. “He said, 'Look,
this happens every 100 years. We need a national strategy.'”
So Dumbya was on a vacation, flipping through a book written by a former football coach, and the
book said that such events occur every 100 years, and here we are, exactly 100 years later, another
“killer” pandemic. How pathetic, I mean prophetic.
It is also just a mere coincidence that the upper class is cashing in on medical equipment again:
The [Anti-Mask] League “seems to have been an ad hoc thing that was set up to respond to the
board of supervisors reinstituting the mandate that citizens wear masks”, says Brian Dolan, a
professor at the University of California San Francisco school of medicine. Local denim

manufacturer Levi Strauss was a major producer of masks, Dolan adds,
lending credence to the suspicion that profit was the real motive.
The medical literature was scant, with a Canadian health official casting
doubt on masks’ effectiveness as well.
So this SARS/Covid thing is just a scam replicated a hundred years down the road. Even Barry himself
admits this:
There’s little trace of the 1918 flu pandemic in the culture at large. Why do you think that
is? […]
I’ve never been able to come up with a good explanation as to why there’s so little written
about the 1918 pandemic. There was quite a bit of pulp fiction written in the 1920s. I didn’t
know that myself until somebody else who was interviewing me said they collected it. But not
serious fiction. There were only a tiny handful [of writers who addressed it], such as
William Maxwell and Katherine Anne Porter. John Dos Passos is one of my favorite writers. He
got influenza on a troop ship, one of the worst places to get it, and he wrote about two lines in
his entire body of work.
When I first started researching this book, which was quite a while ago now,
I had an aunt who was then in her 90s. And when I mentioned it to her, she grabbed her chest
and said, “Oh! It was the only time I saw my father cry.” It certainly was burned into her
consciousness. And whenever I mentioned it to somebody old enough to have lived through it, I
got a similar response. They certainly didn’t forget it, but why it didn’t register in our
literature to a greater degree, I don’t know. I mean, it was brief – you’re talking about a

period of weeks. It also occurred simultaneously with the war. But I have no good
explanation.
Chilling tale, pulp fiction, serious fiction, grabbed her chest ... The world is a stage, as Shakespeare
would say. I haven't spent time analyzing the 1918 flu, but from what I see here, it sounds like a
fictitious scenario created to distract from WW1 and related (banking) things and to make profit at the
same time. Not to mention the fact that we actually don't know where the “Spanish” Flu originated at
all:
As the pandemic reached epic proportions in the fall of 1918, it became commonly known as
the “Spanish Flu” or the “Spanish Lady” in the United States and Europe. Many assumed this
was because the sickness had originated on the Iberian Peninsula, but the nickname was
actually the result of a widespread misunderstanding.
Since nations undergoing a media blackout could only read in depth accounts from
Spanish news sources, they naturally assumed that the country was the pandemic’s
ground zero. The Spanish, meanwhile, believed the virus had spread to them from France, so
they took to calling it the “French Flu.”
While it’s unlikely that the “Spanish Flu” originated in Spain, scientists are still unsure of
its source. […] Researchers have also conducted extensive studies on the remains of victims of
the pandemic, but they have yet to discover why the strain that ravaged the world in 1918
was so lethal.
Another mystery, huh? The fake Great Influenza served as a distraction from the manufactured Great
War (and the creation of the FED). Just like the 2009 pandemic was a distraction from the 2008 global
financial theft, and Covid-19 a distraction from the 2020 global financial theft and other shenanigans.
These guys are using the same tactics, methods, and strategies over and over again, quietly taking our
money and freedoms. The bigger the theft, the bigger the fake event fronting it and other lesser ones
surrounding it. We are supposedly in the middle of a health and job crisis, but governments around the
world are spending money for military like crazy. Is there another major psyop on the horizon? I guess
so.
Let's continue with the article on Bush:
Thus was born the nation's most comprehensive pandemic plan – a playbook that included
diagrams for a global early warning system, funding to develop new, rapid vaccine technology,
and a robust national stockpile of critical supplies, such as face masks and ventilators,
Townsend said.
The effort was intense over the ensuing three years, including exercises where cabinet officials
gamed out their responses, but it was not sustained. Large swaths of the ambitious plan were
either not fully realized or entirely shelved as other priorities and crises took hold.
But elements of that effort have formed the foundation for the national response to the
coronavirus pandemic underway right now.
When Bush first told his aides he wanted to focus on the potential of a global pandemic, many
of them harbored doubts.
“My reaction was – I'm buried. I'm dealing with counterterrorism. Hurricane season. Wildfires.
I'm like, 'What?'” Townsend said. “He said to me, 'It may not happen on our watch, but the
nation needs the plan.'”
Over the ensuing months, cabinet officials got behind the idea. Most of them had governed
through the Sept. 11 terror attacks, so events considered unlikely but highly-impactful

had a certain resonance.
According to Bossert, who is now an ABC News contributor, Bush did not just insist on
preparation for a pandemic. He was obsessed with it.
“He was completely taken by the reality that was going to happen,” Bossert said.
In a November 2005 speech at the National Institutes of Health, Bush laid out proposals in
granular detail – describing with stunning prescience how a pandemic in the United States
would unfold.
There you have it, he described it with “stunning prescience” how the pandemic would unfold.
Prescience means foreknowledge.
Among those in the audience was Dr. Anthony Fauci, the leader of the current crisis response,
who was then and still is now the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases.
The president recognized that an outbreak was a different kind of disaster than the ones the
federal government had been designed to address.
“In a pandemic, everything from syringes to hospital beds, respirators masks and
protective equipment would be in short supply.”
Bush told the gathered scientists that they would need to develop a vaccine in record time.
“If a pandemic strikes, our country must have a surge capacity in place that will allow us to
bring a new vaccine on line quickly and manufacture enough to immunize every American
against the pandemic strain,” he said.
Bush set out to spend $7 billion building out his plan. His cabinet secretaries urged their
staffs to take preparations seriously.
An obvious steal.

The Rockefellers
Since the Rockefellers knew what was coming, they made appropriate recommendations as to what has
to be done in 2020 to get the economy back on track after the first lockdown in spring. So in April 2020,
they published the paper National Covid-19 Testing Action Plan: Pragmatic Steps to Reopen Our
Workplaces and Our Communities.
Testing is our way out of this crisis. Instead of ricocheting between an unsustainable shutdown
and a dangerous, uncertain return to normalcy, the United States must mount a sustainable
strategy with better tests and contact tracing, and stay the course for as long as it takes to
develop a vaccine or cure […]
The Rockefeller Foundation exists to meet moments like this. In the past two weeks we
have brought together experts and leaders from science, industry, academia, public policy, and
government – across sectors and political ideologies – to create a clear, pragmatic, data-driven,
actionable plan to beat back Covid-19 and get Americans back to work more safely.
Our National Covid-19 Testing Action Plan lays out the precise steps necessary to enact robust
testing, tracing, and coordination to more safely reopen our economy – starting with a
dramatic expansion of testing from 1 million tests per week to initially 3 million per week and
then 30 million per week […]

Testing has been promoted since the very beginning by the WHO: “We have a simple message to all
countries – test, test, test […] All countries should be able to test all suspected cases, they cannot fight
this pandemic blindfolded.” In fall 2020, mass testing has started to be done by countries all over the
world. But, as you know by now, those tests should have never been used for this purpose in the first
place, and the authorities know this well.
The goal of the Action Plan is to build a state-led national program of Covid-19 testing that
supports reopening the economy through the goals of workforce monitoring, early detection
of recurrent outbreaks, and diagnostic and home testing. This would be the largest public
health testing program in American history.
The action plan has three major objectives: 1. Launch 1-3-30 Plan to Dramatically Expand
Covid-19 Testing, 2. Launch a Covid Community Healthcare Corps for testing and contact
tracing, 3. Create a Covid-19 Data Commons and Digital Platform
Coordination of such a massive program should be treated as a wartime effort, with a
public/private bipartisan Pandemic Testing Board established to assist and serve as a bridge
between local, state, and federal officials with the logistical, investment and political challenges
this operation will inevitably face.
The Covid-19 pandemic caught the United States unprepared, with inadequate emergency
stockpiles of protective equipment, ventilators and vital medicines.
By what we learned so far in this paper, the US certainly was not unprepared.
The century-long interval since a viral respiratory pandemic circled the globe with just the right
mix of lethality and infectiousness may have led many to stop believing in the inevitability of
such a plague.
Another reference to the Great Influenza fake, making sure they don't miss the opportunity to mention
it. But they also use the word ‘plague’, which has been used frequently in the media in relation to
Covid, together with ‘killer’ (virus) and ‘mysterious’ (disease). So much about the “media-generated
fear factor”, which was the case with SARS.
Indeed, what is sometimes lost in the debate between “saving lives” and “saving jobs” is that
shutdowns increase alcoholism, depression, domestic abuse and a host of other social woes
that together contribute to higher mortality – particularly among the poor. After the
market crash of 2008, the United States saw a measurable decline in life expectancy.
Depending on the severity and length of the shut-down, we run the risk of losing more
lives from the economic downturn than from Covid-19.
Something has to change and fast. But how?
Yes, but why were lockdowns implemented in the first place? Because of testing itself. If there was
no testing, there would be no pandemic. They are talking about consequences that they knew would
happen, since they planned it that way.
Routine Covid-19 diagnostic tests – amplifications of nucleic acid sequences that are
signatures of the virus – offer the best chance short of a vaccine to provide that kind of
reassurance.
The Rockefeller Foundation and its finance partners will help create an emergency
procurement network, the Emergency Network for Covid-19 Testing […]

They push Gates on the front line, but we can see how these events are being orchestrated by old
institutions in the background. One of the experts that assisted with this Rockefeller Covid testing plan
said in May 2020 that “[s]pending, say, $250 billion for testing is a small amount compared with the
trillions of dollars the economy is losing during the pandemic […] While trillions of dollars have been
allocated toward stimulus, small-business loans and other assistance to ease the pandemic’s economic
impact, only $33 billion has been allocated to Covid-19 testing”. That is a lot of stolen money, and
waste of natural resources.
South Korea successfully used aggressive contact tracing […] But the United States has had
only limited contact tracing […] There are also heightened concerns about the privacy and
the liberty of the infected and their contacts in the U.S.
Some privacy concerns must be set aside for an infectious agent as virulent as Covid-19,
allowing the infection status of most Americans to be accessed and validated in a few
required settings and many voluntary ones […] But vaccine development and manufacture
could take years, and when it comes certain populations may be excluded from receiving it for
health reasons. In the meantime, infection status must be known for people to participate in
many societal functions.
Those screened must be given a unique patient identification number that would link to
information about a patient’s viral, antibody and eventually vaccine status under a system that
could easily handshake with other systems to speed the return of normal societal functions.
Schools could link this to attendance lists, large office buildings to employee ID cards,
TSA to passenger lists and concert and sports venues to ticket purchasers.

Not surprisingly, Tony Blair has been promoting a ‘digital health passport’ since June last year:
A digital health passport with a traffic lights-like system that shows vaccine status of
individuals is needed to ensure that those with negative Covid-19 test and vaccination are
exempt from curbs and are able to attend sport events, concerts and travel, a think-tank set up
by former British prime minister Tony Blair said on Thursday.
It called on the Boris Johnson administration to urgently approve a digital platform for the
health passport that can draw on vaccine and testing data by the second quarter of 2021, so that
the economy, travel and society can be reopened and future lockdowns avoided.
The think-tank’s report, titled How the Government Should Call the Shots: Getting the UK
Vaccine-Ready, said the passport should show an individual’s next testing date, current testing
status (antigen and antibody), vaccine date and location, and vaccine status including expiry
date.
It said, “The digital health passport would mean that those with an up-to-date negative Covid-19
test or a vaccination would not be subject to strict Covid restrictions and would be able to

access settings such as the workplace, hospitality venues, sporting events, concerts.”
Sounds like Tony is in league with the Rockefellers. He also said:
“I know all the objections [to 'health passports'], but it will happen. It’s the only way the
world will function and for lockdowns to no longer be the sole course of action” […]
A few such ‘health passports’ already exist:
But no Covid-19 health pass has received as much fanfare as the CommonPass app, developed
by the Commons Project, a nonprofit focused on building technology for public use. The group
began developing software to help people retrieve and use their medical data well before the
start of the pandemic. But spikes in virus cases around the world this spring accelerated its
work.
First, the group helped build a health pass app for some East African nations […] A few months
later, the group partnered with the World Economic Forum to build a more global digital
health pass system for Covid-19. Their first target: international air travel.
You can only guess once who funded CommonPass:
The CommonPass system, backed by the World Economic Forum (WEF), is designed to create
a common international standard for passengers to demonstrate they do not have coronavirus.
Paul Meyer, the CEO at the Commons Project, which was given startup funding by the
Rockefeller Foundation two years ago [2018] and created the digital health pass, said
countries that have closed borders and imposed quarantines are looking for ways to
“thoughtfully reopen” their borders.
Well well, look at that. The Rockefellers created this ‘common international standard’ app well before
the pandemic (and a Meyer is the CEO). No wonder they were able to write up that Covid Testing Plan
in two weeks and publish it right after the Covid-mania had started in Europe. Is it a coincidence that
Italy’s historical financial center (Lombardy) was hit first and most, and that the Rockefeller
Foundation’s local presence is marked by the Bellaggio Center at Lake Como (Lombardy)? You can
bet that their ancestry comes from there, too.
One of the reasons why they want to restrict air travel might be to push us to use the road and railway
more, but not the old way. Remember, it is the new abnormal now, so no more petrol cars, but electric
ones, or at least hybrids. We will probably be forced to buy one until 2030. That’s why the gasoline
prices are going up (especially after a new fake event or “shock”). It will probably become more and
more expensive to own a car run on petrol/diesel in the future.
Plus, the Rockefeller Foundation is also one of the founding partners of the ID2020 project that
promotes the need for digital IDs. Another one is Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, founded in the year
2000 by the Gates Foundation, “a key Gavi partner in vaccine market shaping”. Gavi wants to create
a digital ID to be able to store a child’s medical history. But this could apply also to Covid vaccines,
right? That’s why Blair and Co. are pushing for a health passport, undermining our freedom. If you
want to know more about this, you can watch the documentary Who is Bill Gates (yes, Corbett is
controlled opposition, but the documentary is good enough; although he didn't mention Gates's funding
of Moderna).

Another founding partner is Accenture. This spook company is also involved with the financial reset
mentioned in the chapter New Financial Order:
Last week it was announced by the Bank of England that they had appointed Accenture, a
professional services company, as their ‘Technology Delivery Partner‘ for the renewal of the
UK’s Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) payment system. The news was in keeping with the
BOE’s timeline of deciding upon a tech partner by the summer of 2020.
Before looking at the wider implications of Accenture’s partnership with the bank, it is
worthwhile noting a couple of things about the company.
First, aside from their new found relationship with the BOE, Accenture is a Strategic Partner
of the World Economic Forum and has been for twenty years. This is the same WEF that is
pushing vociferously the concept of a ‘Great Reset‘ in the areas of the economy, society,
geopolitics, the environment and technology.
Second, Accenture provide R3 with IT solutions. R3 are an ‘enterprise blockchain software firm‘
that run a distributed ledger based platform called ‘Corda‘. This is relevant because in 2018, R3
were among several other institutions that took part in a BOE led ‘RTGS Renewal Programme
Proof of Concept‘. The point of the concept was to see if the systems of R3 and their
counterparts could connect to the renewed RTGS. The end result showed that they could.
Back to the Rockefeller’s report on the Covid Testing Action Plan:
Investing in the launch of a health workers corps would allow every community to not only
have testing and contact tracing capability but also have a “social distancing/public health
workforce.” CHW’s could undertake everything from sanitizing spaces to enforcing separation
to spraying sanitizer on people’s hands regularly, particularly where crowds gather.
Digital apps and privacy-protected tracking software should be widely adopted to enable more
complete contact tracing. Whenever possible, incentives should be used to nudge the voluntary
use of these apps rather than require them.
Platforms and apps can be used not only to identify emerging hot spots but also for
developing and operating back-to-work predictive models. Such models can help make
decisions about which regions at which times should move from shelter-at-home to work,
and, as necessary, back to shelter-at-home again.
Fit-bits, smartphones, smart thermometers and other digital tools can be used to uncover
clusters of infections before patients flood local emergency rooms, allowing public health
officials to redirect testing resources and rapidly initiate contact tracing.
Fully controlling the Covid-19 epidemic requires that we test the majority of the
population weekly. Since we are far from that kind of capacity, the United States must
undertake immediate and intense efforts to invest in new tests and ways of providing nearimmediate diagnostic results.
Innovative digital technologies can improve workforce monitoring and early detection of
recurrent outbreaks
When integrated into national and state surveillance systems , such innovations may
enable the same level of outbreak detection with fewer tests. Promising techniques include
anonymous digital tracking of workforces or population-based resting heart-rate and smart
thermometer trends; continually updated epidemiological data modeling; and artificial
intelligence projections based on clinical and imaging data.
[…] Start as early and quickly as possible, scale diagnostic testing in at-risk populations, not
just those with symptoms, invest in the health workforce, and leverage technology.

Further, travel and commerce will not truly be able to reopen unless there is sufficient
global production and deployment of tests and ultimately vaccines.
We therefore propose the creation of a Pandemic Testing Board (PTB), akin to the War
Production Board that the United States created in World War II, in order to massively
scale up production and deployment of testing.
In order to deploy testing at scale, there will need to be sufficient personnel to test individuals
outside of hospitals and doctors’ offices. The PTB would: craft recommendations for states to
use the national guard to deploy testing in conjunction with business, labor, nonprofits, and
academia; if necessary, be authorized to create a Pandemic Response Corps, comprised of
tested civilians, to assist in the testing; make recommendations on tracking the spread of the
virus; before disbanding, craft recommendations on long-term preparedness.
The Rockefeller Foundation was established in May 1913, the FED in December 1913, and WWI
broke out in July 1914 (start of the end of empires). Daughter of Nelson Aldrich, who strongly
influenced the Federal Reserve Act, married into the Rockefeller family.
“The Rockefeller Foundation, the unparalleled 20th century health philanthropy heavyweight, both
profoundly shaped WHO and maintained long and complex relations with it, even as both institutions
changed over time.”
Source: The Rockefeller Foundation played critical role in Chinese medical history.

The Gateses
Two quotes from the US National Intelligence Council's report The Global Infectious Disease Threat
and its Implications for the United States (2000):
WHO defenders blame continued member state parsimony that has kept WHO’s regular
biennial budget to roughly $850 million for several years and forced it to rely more on
voluntary contributions that often come with strings attached as the cause of its
shortcomings. (p. 36)
Another major change in the global health arena over the last decade is the increasingly
important role of NGOs […] At the same time, health experts note that NGOs, like their
governmental counterparts, are driven in part by their own self interests, which sometimes
conflict with those of host and donor governments. (p. 37)
The Gates Foundation is the largest private donor to the WHO.
Frederic Taylor Gates was the principal business and philanthropic advisor to David Rockefeller.
It is not a coincidence that Steven Taylor's book Psychology of Pandemics: Preparing for the Next
Global Outbreak of Infectious Disease was published right before Covid. In his own words (17 March
2020): “If the Covid-19 pandemic seems unreal for you, it has been doubly surreal for me. For almost
two years, I had been working on a book titled The Psychology of Pandemics, which was published in
December 2019. A few weeks after publication, Covid-19 emerged and the spread of infection
reached pandemic proportions. In the final chapter of my book I had a section titled 'A portrait of the
next pandemic'. Virtually everything described in that chapter has happened already. That
chapter was originally written over a year before the world had encountered Covid-19.” With

regard to vaccines, he says in the book: “Incentives may come in the form of 'nudges'; for example,
public service announcements about the importance of 'doing it for the herd' by getting vaccinated.”
Nice choice of words, Steven. The herd. Not the community, or collective, but herd. It seems the
Taylors and Gateses play the role of shepherds in this case.
Robert Michael Gates is a former Chairman of the National Intelligence Council (1983–86) and
Director of the CIA (1991–93).
Gates White McGarrah II was the first president of the Bank for International Settlements and his
grandson Richard McGarrah Helms was a former Director of the CIA (1966–73).
Bill is clearly part of one of the most influential and evil families in the world.

The Schwar(t)zes
Who else is a Schwarz? Lawrence S. Schwartz, former top aide to Governor Cuomo and his current
“vaccine czar”. He has been a longtime adviser to Democratic politicians and he replaced Steven M.
Cohen at one point, whose “primary role had been overseeing Mr. Cuomo’s transition to the
governor’s office”.

I guess the Schwarzes/Schwartzes we have seen in this paper originate from the princely House of
Schwarzenberg, a German and Czech aristocratic family (with a Dutch branch as well – think about
Royal Dutch Shell), one of the most prominent European noble houses, holding the rank of Princes of
the Holy Roman Empire. They also own properties and lands in Austria. You will find a Palais
Schwarzenberg in Graz, the birthplace of none other than Arnold Alois Schwarzenegger. Wiki admits
his mother was of Czech descent, and so was his paternal g-grandfather Wenzel Mach. The surname
Mach should remind you on the famous Austrian physicist Ernst Waldfried Josef Wenzel Mach, who
was born in Moravia, present day Czech Republic. His family moved to Slovenia (a neighbor of
Austria), where they bought a castle, which was demolished by the Slovenian government in 1999.
They were obviously a very wealthy family. I guess Arnold is related to them. Graz links also to Hitler,
since Wiki makes sure to inform us (although it denies it) that the mother of Hitler's father, Alois Hitler
Sr., had been employed as a housekeeper by a Jewish family in Graz. As was said in the main part of
this paper, Miles recently wrote that Arnold looks like Hitler's relatives, so maybe they are related.

There is something else interesting about Slovenia. If you take a look at its coat of arms, you will see 3
Stars of David at the top that were taken after the coat of arms of the Counts' of Celje /tselye/. These
counts were related to the Komnenes (=Cohens). This, of course, takes us back to the Orlovs, since
they also had 3 Stars of David on their coat of arms, and Russia and Slovenia (and the rest of the
former Yugoslav republics) are well-known close friends. It is because the people running all those
countries behind the scenes are related to eachother.

This also explains the connection between Serbia and Russia. There is nothing special going on there,
except the fact that (again) the families running those countries behind the scenes are closely related to
eachother. Judging by its coat of arms, we can count in also Albania. As Bond would say in the new
movie, “the past isn't dead”.

With this, my dear voyagers, we conclude the GBN saga. Sort of. Stay tuned for more. And don't forget
to feed Miles's web-kitty.
Forth, and fear no darkness!

